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Ok Satanic Family now let's pay focus a little so that we understand the situation is escalating and no, it's not being under control, still. I'll explain the points on the post to review some matters for clearer understanding.

For those who haven't, please do inform yourself and take precautions by having knowledge. Most people don't have a clue WTF is going on. You do, you have an advantage, you are safer if you know.


In the first message I posted on this Coronavirus thing is that it's not as much worrisome in regards to the death toll as the "major problem" of it and how the Coronavirus was overplayed here. Now, people got wind of this, but this but they are months late.

Meanwhile they underplayed this and allowed this to escalate as if it were a joke, but this has already surpassed by far other situations like SARS or MERS, or H1N1 / Swine Flu and other things that were made a huge craze of while having only 2000 or 5000 infected people. This Coronavirus is on the hundreds of thousands recognized cases and unofficial cases probably millions. China has been lying for reasons already explained, and they have been fostering and ignoring this even since November. Most of this bullshit could have been prevented, even as early as beginning of February. Now we are nearing to the point where this won't really be preventable anymore, estimates say by April.

The good news is that the mortality rate is very low. So it's not like one should be concerned of dying or something from this. Remember also, nutrition advice etc, spiritual advice, aura of protection, keeping your energies high – many advantages one has compared to the average Joe.

However if this goes full pandemic mode, this will kill worldwide many millions of people. Still, the regular flu is a big killer as it is, so don't think that's only "That" virus. In that sense, regular precautions are regular and common, ie, washing hands, personal hygiene etc.

Now even in this size, this doesn't mean life stops or the world has stopped turning. Everything will proceed as usual in life, and this will highly depend on
what is the relation between State, health sector, citizens etc. The Judenpresse isn't helping as on one hand it spreads false panic and on the other hand it spreads false news of underplaying the situation dangerously. In short, the actual extent is not even understood.

This has been spreading in Europe and rest reassured the spread will continue and intensify, this is the beginning. Many models both scientific and more SHTF types, are all agreeing on one thing, that this isn't nearing or close to the end. If you live in a remote area, you may be lucky, but at the same time, the phenomenon is escalated towards many directions so the effects will be felt. If one lives in a big town, taking a mask or a few provisions [as explained in other topics] is a good idea.

Let me tell you when the first hits happen in a place, it just goes from there. All it takes is a few hits in a country and then restrictive quarantine policies happen. These can restrict freedom of movement, freedom to go outside your own house, or other more radical measures such as food shops closing, or incidents like razing of super markets by afraid citizens.

As you can see there is a mix between state created problems and panic created problems. These do not have to do with the virus, but rather the communication. And Mercury is retrograde to add to this. Being prepared means one is calmer and in control of both. And that is easy to do.

In some cases like Italy, the "Patient Zero" was hunted by the authorities so they could find who that person was, people were literally had logs checked, privacy hijacked, and brought in on what one would call a strange interrogation phase. The police closed down towns, and within a few days, stores emptied and people couldn't get anything. As for the escalating situation in Italy, Italian SS can inform us more in depth, because one cannot know solely by the news.

Yesterday I have received e-mails from some brothers and sisters in proximity or in coronavirus affected areas, some were at the epicenter.

Do your aura of protection, keep your aura clean, do not in any way panic, and above all keep prepared and keep the precautions of keeping healthy. All of this has been posted here.

This is not a joke. In one of the incidents, stores were closed down, and cities were suddenly deserted and they looked as if they were Zombie towns. This may sound incomprehensible now, but this is how things go when there is forced quarantine. In an example I know personally, even going out in the street during "Curfew" hours, or moving out of town [as for example because stores are
empty], this can land you in prison. Specific major events, or schools, or places of assembly such as universities, may be actually closed down by force.

And the above happens within "Normal" control measures. In some places one reaction is also to close places that produce food such as restaurants. If stuff goes badly, there may be imposition for some of these to close for a week or so. It all depends on how far this goes and how regional and the government of a respective country reacts.

Bear in mind now that Italy is one of the strongest countries in Europe, so they have the funds and the provisions, so even with a stupid leftist government, the situation will be better than let's say smaller countries.

Many countries are not however on the level so what remains here for those living in irresponsible or underdeveloped countries? You have to take personal care of yourself and your own family. Do not wait for the state to do that, as these situations do overload the state, and mostly big countries can respond to them, and even in that case, the state may act in a botched manner.

So here is the bad news and the good news. The good news is that the mortality rate for the virus is super low and that at the current state of affairs, it's not likely a thing where if one contacts it they die. That is, provided they are generally healthy and below 80 years old, or in some endangered category. If you are on this category, wear mask and take all the provisions.

Most of the ramifications here will be the following:

1. High contagion rate [many people can get infected at once and also get reinfected] and therefore, people can't go to work, people may remain disabled from working for as much as two to three weeks etc. All of this fucks up the economy. Many people can't afford 1 month without work without being going straight into debt. This has major drawbacks in the economy.

2. Problems with tourism, which affect the worldwide economy.

3. China's production fucking up, which is now estimated to be by official estimates from half to one trillion dollars in damage. And the situation is not done yet.

4. People of high risk such as cancer patients, or people who are elderly, are high risk groups. For those having children, make sure to take provisions for your little ones.
Whomever says they know certainly how the above will be dealt with or that there will be zero problems is either misinformed or they have no clue about the reality of the above. We don't have to be like the ignorant idiots, but don't be unprepared either.

Do not give a fuck what other people are doing. Many people are so idiotic as to wait to the last moment, then do chaotic and aggressive shit which will be more difficult to handle than the virus. The virus itself as stated is a smaller problem than the propaganda, the chaos, and the reactions of panic by people.

We have informed everyone. If most people have taken at least a few measures, even if one is unfortunate [we are from all over the world here] and this thing breaks in a place, then one will be reasonably prepared, way more than the average, and therefore most likely safe. Many people don't have a clue what to do or how to act, everyone here does have a clue. This puts you at an advantage.

The majority of people will not be prepared at all, and yes, these things happened in Italy, people started razing into super markets, to the point people couldn't even buy water. There was chaos that was not reported.

The good news is that if you are prepared and have read the posts, and have, as things look now, about two weeks to three weeks minimum of food supply [which is nothing major financially and CAN be achieved, you don't need to eat lobster in such a situation, just to eat and be alright] and take precautions, everything will probably be alright through a quarantine process.

Another thing I wanted to point out is that masks, I checked like 5 days ago, and one mask cost 3 bucks. These are the masks that do 95% block which in the US are called N95 masks and N99 masks for the 99% protection rate. Then I rechecked yesterday and the masks did cost 150$ which is a blatant buy off by profiteers and other jews who want to escalate the phenomenon and make sure it turns to a pandemic. Even surgical masks if worn properly are going to work to a high percent of protection and better than none.

Still, you can do a small working to get what you need to get. Technically speaking you won't need luxuries, just necessities.

Lastly, remember, the same people that you see today ignoring the virus and saying the general shit like, who cares etc, are also going to be the same people who will storm supermarkets like cattle and fight over bottles of water like animals if things happen as they did in Lombardy.
So screw the mentality of these people are do some necessary planning to get a little prepared. This is not a bunker situation but it's a situation where it has to be taken seriously as it goes. Bear in mind also that life will keep going despite of anything that happens, ie, people will try to maintain normalcy and there is no need to go crazy.

PS: In the next day we will proceed with some actions to help our own through. More tomorrow.

Feel free to comment anything additional as sharing correct information is power.
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